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ABSTRACT 

Changes in climate, driven by human exercises such as burning fossil fuels and deforestation 

is one of the foremost squeezing challenges of our time. Its far-reaching impacts are being 

felt over the globe, posturing critical dangers to the environment. This article points to 

investigate the wide-ranging effect of climate change on the environment and emphasises its 

status as a genuinely worldwide issue that requests pressing consideration and collective 

activity.Climate change does not recognise national borders and influences each corner of the 

globe. Whereas the degree and particular impacts may change in several regions, the overall 

wonder of climate change may be a worldwide challenge that requires a collective reaction. 

Keywords: Law, Deforestation, Fossil fuels, Globalisation, Urbanisation, Climate, 

Biodiversity 

 

INTRODUCTION: OUR CHANGING CLIMATE  

We see climate change influencing our planet. NOAA screens worldwide climate information 

and here are a few of the changes NOAA has recorded. The current figures report3: 

Worldwide temperatures rose almost 1.8°F (1°C) from 1901 to 2020.  

Ocean level rise has quickened from 1.7 mm/year all through most of the twentieth century to 

3.2 mm/year since 1993.  

Ice sheets are contracting: the normal thickness of 30 well-studied icy masses has diminished 

more than 60 feet since 1980.  

The area secured by ocean ice within the Cold after summer has contracted by about 40% 

since 1979.  
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Carbon dioxide within the climate has risen by 25% since 1958, and almost 40% since the 

Mechanical Transformation.  

Snow is dissolving prior compared to long-term midpoints. 

Rising temperatures and extraordinary climate occasions:  

As the Earth's normal temperature proceeds to rise, the recurrence and concentration of 

extraordinary climate occasions, such as storms, heatwaves, surges, and dry seasons, are 

expanding 4 . These occasions have annihilating results for the environment, counting 

environment annihilation, the misfortune of biodiversity, and disturbances to biological 

systems.  

Dissolving polar ice caps and rising ocean levels:  

The warming climate has caused the polar ice caps to liquefy at a disturbing rate. This ice 

misfortune contributes to the rise in ocean levels, posturing critical dangers to coastal 

communities, low-lying islands, and defenceless environments. Expanded coastal 

disintegration, saltwater interruption into freshwater sources, and the misfortune of 

imperative environments like coral reefs are fair many of the significant impacts of rising 

ocean levels.  

Disturbance of biological systems and biodiversity misfortune:  

Climate change disturbs environments by modifying temperature and precipitation designs, 

which influences the dispersion and behaviour of plant and creature species. This disturbance 

leads to shifts in species ranges, and mismatches in phenology (timing of organic occasions), 

and can result in the termination of powerless species. The misfortune of biodiversity has 

cascading impacts on environment working and administration, such as fertilisation, water 

filtration, and carbon sequestration.  

Changes in precipitation designs and water shortage:  

Changing climate patterns can lead to changes in territorial precipitation, causing both dry 

seasons and expanded precipitation in several regions. Delayed dry seasons contribute to 

water shortage, influencing agribusiness, drinking water supplies, and the hydropower era. 

Alternately, overwhelming precipitation occasions can lead to flooding, soil disintegration, 

and water contamination, assist affecting the environment.  

Sea fermentation and coral dying:  

                                                             
4 Impacts of Climate Change, United States Environmental Protection Agency (Dec. 30, 2022), 

https://www.epa.gov/climatechange-science/impacts-climate-change. 
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The intemperate assimilation of carbon dioxide by the seas, coming about from expanded 

barometrical CO2 levels, leads to sea fermentation. Fermentation postures an extreme danger 

to marine life, particularly living beings that depend on calcium carbonate to construct shells 

or coral reefs. Coral fading, caused by expanded water temperatures, denies coral of their 

advantageous green growth, coming about within the misfortune of these imperative marine 

environments and the related biodiversity.  

Deforestation and carbon outflows:  

Deforestation, fundamentally driven by agrarian development, logging, and urbanisation, 

contributes altogether to carbon emanations and worsens climate change. Woodlands act as 

carbon sinks, retaining CO2 from the air and moderating climate change. Be that as it may, 

far-reaching deforestation disturbs this adjustment, discharging endless sums of put-away 

carbon and diminishing the Earth's capacity to assimilate nursery gasses.  

Wellbeing impacts and natural outcasts:  

Climate change has significant suggestions for human well-being, with expanded heat-related 

ailments, respiratory maladies from discussed contamination, and the spread of vector-borne 

illnesses like intestinal sickness and dengue fever. Besides, the relocation populaces due to 

climate-related catastrophes and sea-level rise come about in natural outcasts, straining social 

frameworks and compounding existing socio-economic incongruities5.  

The history of climate change extends back millions of a long time, but for the reason of 

this reaction, we'll centre on thelater history of human-induced climate change. 

Early Understanding (19th Century): Within the early 19th century, researchers such as 

Joseph Fourier and John Tyndall started to recognise the nursery effect—the wonder by 

which certain gasses within the environment trap warm. They recognised carbon dioxide as a 

critical nursery gas6.  

Mechanical Transformation (18th-19th Century): The Mechanical Transformation, 

beginning within the late 18th century, stamped a critical turning point in human-induced 

climate change. The burning of fossil fuels in businesses and the broad utilise of coal for 

vitality essentially expanded carbon dioxide outflows7.  

                                                             
5 United Nations Organization, Causes and Effects of Climate Change, UNITED NATIONS (Jun. 16, 2023) 

https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/science/causes-effects-climate-change.  
6Discovery Of The Greenhouse Effect, CLIMATE POLICY WATCHER (Jun. 02, 2023) https://www.climate-

policy-watcher.org/greenhouse-gases-2/discovery-of-the-greenhouse-effect.html.  
7  Christina Nunez, Fossil fuels, explained, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC (Apr. 02, 2019) 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/fossil-fuels.  
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Keeling Bend (1958): In 1958, researcher Charles David Keeling started measuring carbon 

dioxide levels at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii. His perceptions uncovered a reliable 

rise in barometrical CO2 levels, known as the Keeling Bend. This gives concrete proof of 

expanding nursery gas concentrations.  

Logical Agreement (Late 20th Century): By the late 20th century, logical agreement 

developed that human exercises, especially the burning of fossil powers, were driving 

worldwide warming. The Between Time Board on Climate change (IPCC) was set up in 1988 

to survey and communicate the dangers of climate change.  

Rio Soil Summit (1992): The Joined Together Countries System Tradition on Climate 

Change (UNFCCC) was received at the Rio Soil Summit in 1992. It pointed to stabilising 

nursery gas concentrations within the atmosphere and avoiding perilous human impedances 

with the climate framework8.  

Kyoto Convention (1997): The Kyoto Convention, embraced in 1997, was the primary 

universal assertion setting authoritative emanations diminishment targets for industrialised 

nations. It required taking part countries to decrease their nursery gas emanations by 

particular sums.  

Paris Agreement (2015): The Paris Understanding, received in 2015, built upon the 

UNFCCC and pointed to fortify the worldwide reaction to climate change. It set the objective 

of constraining worldwide warming to well below 2 degrees Celsius over pre-industrial levels 

and seekingendeavours to restrain it to 1.5 degrees Celsius9.  

Progressing Endeavours and Mindfulness: In later a long time, there has been an 

expanding acknowledgement of the direness to address climate change. Numerous nations 

and organisations have committed to renewable vitality moves, outflow diminishment targets, 

and economic hones. Open mindfulness and activism encompassing climate change have too 

developed, with developments like Fridays for Future and Termination Resistance picking up 

noticeable quality.  

All through this history, researchers have utilised different strategies to think about past 

climates, such as ice centre tests, tree rings, and dregs records, giving bits of knowledge into 

common climate inconstancy and the exceptional nature of current climate changes 

                                                             
8The Rio Conventions, UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE (1992) 

https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-rio-conventions.  
9The Paris Agreement, UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE (Nov. 

16, 2016) https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement. 
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CLIMATE CHANGE POTENTIAL CAUSES 

Climatechange is fundamentally caused by human exercises that discharge nursery gases into 

the air, drivingthe warming of the Soil. The most causes of climate change incorporate:  

Burning Fossil Fills: The combustion of fossil powers such as coal, oil, and normal gas for 

power era, transportation, and mechanical forms discharges critical sums of carbon dioxide 

(CO2) into the atmosphere. CO2 may be a major nursery gas that traps warm and contributes 

to the greenhouse impact, drivingworldwide warming.  

Deforestation: Large-scale deforestation, basically driven by horticulture, logging, and 

urbanisation, contributes to climate change. Trees retain CO2 through photosynthesis and act 

as carbon sinks. When woodlands are cleared, this put-away carbon is discharged back into 

the air, powering the nursery impact.  

Mechanical Forms: Different mechanical exercises, counting cement production, chemical 

fabricating, and the generation of certain gasses, discharge nursery gasses such as methane 

(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and fluorinated gasses (e.g., hydrofluorocarbons or HFCs). These 

gasses have the next warming potentialCO2, contributing to climate change.  

Rural Hones: Rural exercises, especially animal production, rice development, and the 

utilise of engineered fertilisers, transmit noteworthy sums of methane and nitrous oxide. 

Animals, particularly ruminants like dairy animals, create methane amid absorption, whereas 

overwhelmed rice paddies discharge methane through anaerobic decay. Nitrous oxide is 

discharged from the breakdown of nitrogen-based fertilisers.  

Arrive Utilise Changes: Modifications in arrive utilise, such as changing over timberlands 

into agrarian arrive or urban ranges, lead to the discharge of put away carbon, decrease the 

Earth's capacity to retain CO2, and disturb common carbon cycles. Changes in arrivalutilise 

too influence neighbourhood climate designs and can contribute to deforestation.  

Industrialisation and Urbanisation: The quick development of mechanical and urban 

zones, particularly in creating nations, increments vitality utilisation and outflows. Expanded 

request for power, transportation, and foundation leads to a more noteworthy dependence on 

fossil fuels and related nursery gas outflows.  

Squander Administration: Dishonourable squander administration, counting the decay of 

natural squander in landfills, produces methane. Methane outflows from squandering 

contribute to climate change. Also, the cremation of squander can discharge CO2 and other 

nursery gasses, advance contributing to the issue.  
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It is vital to note that normal variables, such as volcanic ejections and varieties in sun-

powered radiation, can moreover impact the Earth's climate. Be that as it may, human 

exercises are the essential drivers of the quickened climate change watched in later decades.  

Tending to the causes of climate change requires a comprehensive approach, counting 

transitioning to clean and renewable vitality sources, implementing maintainable arrival 

administration hones, diminishing deforestation, moving forward squander administration, 

and embracing climate-friendly mechanical forms. 

HOW DOES CLIMATE CHANGE AFFECT HUMAN RIGHTS?  

Human rights are personally connected with climate changethe sense of its impact on not fair 

the environment but our possess well-being. Its impacts will proceed to develop and decline 

over time, making demolish for current and future eras. Usually why the disappointment of 

governments to act on the climate emergency within the confront of overpowering logical 

proof would be the greatest inter-generational human rights infringement in history10.  

Climate change and Right to Life  

We all have the proper to life, and to live in flexibility and security. But climate change 

undermines the life and security of billions of individuals on this planet. The foremost self-

evident case is through extraordinary weather-related occasions, such as storms, surges and 

fierce blazes. But there are numerous other less unmistakable ways that climate change 

undermines lives. The World Wellbeing Organisation predicts that climate change will cause 

250,000 passings per year between 2030 and 2050.  

Climate change and right to wellbeing  

We all have the correct to appreciate the most elevated achievable standard of physical and 

mental well-being. Concurring to the IPCC, major well-being impacts of climate change will 

incorporate more noteworthy hazards of damage, infection and passing due to, among others, 

more strongly warm waves and fires; expanded chance of under-nutrition as a result of 

reduced nourishment generation in destitute districts; and expanded dangers of maladies from 

nourishment and water, and vector-borne maladies. Individuals, and especially children, 

uncovered to traumatic occasions such as normal fiascos, exacerbated by climate change, can 

endurepost-traumatic stretch disarranges.  

Climate change and right to lodging  

                                                             
10 Report, Climate Change and Human Rights, UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME, 

https://www.unep.org/resources/report/climate-change-and-human-rights. 
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We all have a right to a satisfactory standard of living for ourselves and our families, 

including adequate lodging. But climate change-related extraordinary climate occasions such 

as surges and fierce blazes are as of now crushing people’s homes, taking off them uprooted. 

Dry season can too lead to noteworthy antagonistic changes within the environment whereas 

sea-level rises undermine the homes of millions of individuals around the world in low-lying 

domains.  

Climate change and rights to water andsanitation  

We all have the correct to secure water andsanitation that guarantees we stay sound. But a 

combination of components such as dissolving snow and ice, decreased precipitation, higher 

temperatures and rising ocean levels appear that climate change is influencing the quality and 

amount of water assets. As of now 785 million individuals don't have to getto a source of 

water or sanitation that's likely to be secure. Climate change will make this more awful11. 

ASSISTANCE MEASURES 

Overcoming the impacts of climate change on the environment requires a multi-faceted 

approach including relief and adjustment procedures. Here are a few key measures that can 

offer assistance relieve and adjust to the impacts of climate change on the environment:  

1. Moderation Procedures 

a. Move to Renewable Vitality: Advance the utilise of renewable vitality sources such as su-

based, wind, and hydropower to diminish dependence on fossil powers and diminish nursery 

gas outflows.  

b. Feasible Transportation:Energise the utilise of open transportation, electric vehicles, and 

cycling/walking to decrease emanations from the transportation division.  

c. Squander Administration: Actualise viable squander administration techniques, counting 

reusing, composting, and waste-to-energy transformation, to play down nursery gas outflows 

from landfills.  

d. Universal Participation: Encourage global cooperation and assertions, just like the Paris 

Assertion, to collectively diminish nursery gas emanations and address climate change on a 

worldwide scale.  

                                                             
11Greenpeace International, What does climate change have to do with human rights?, GREENPEACE (Dec. 

10, 2018) https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/19885/what-does-climate-change-have-to-do-with-

human-rights.  
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2. Adjustment Procedures 

a. Environment Rebuilding: Secure and re-establish characteristic environments, counting 

wetlands, mangroves, and woodlands, which give important administrations like carbon 

sequestration, water direction, and living space conservation.  

b. Water Administration: Create feasible water administration methodologies, such as water 

preservation, water collecting, and effective water system frameworks, to manage to change 

rainfall patterns and decrease water shortage.  

c. Climate-Resilient Foundation: Plan and build a foundation that's strong to climate change 

impacts, such as rising ocean levels, expanded heatwaves, and extraordinary climate 

occasions.  

d. Climate-Smart Farming: Actualise versatile rural hones, such as trim enhancement, 

exactness cultivating, and progressed water administration, to resist changing climate 

conditions and keep up nourishment security.  

e. Hazard Evaluation and Early Caution Frameworks: Set up strong checking 

frameworks, hazard evaluation systems, and early caution frameworks to expect and react to 

climate-related dangers and disasters.  

f. Community Engagement and Instruction: Increment mindfulness and instruction around 

climate change impacts and adjustment techniques, engaging communities to require 

activities that construct resilience and diminish helplessness.  

g. Maintainable Urban Arranging: Consolidate climate contemplations into urban 

arranging, counting green framework, proficient arrive utilise, and versatile building plan, to 

make cities that can withstand and adjust to climate change.  

It is imperative to note that these strategies should be executed in a comprehensive and 

coordinated way, including collaboration among governments, businesses, communities, and 

people. By combining relief endeavours to decrease nursery gas outflows with adjustment 

measures to managethe existing and future impacts of climate change, ready to work towards 

a more maintainable and flexible environment.  

Recognising the worldwide nature of the issue, worldwide endeavours, such as the Joined 

Together Countries System Tradition on Climate change (UNFCCC) and the Paris 

Understanding, have been built up to cultivate worldwide participation in tending to climate 

change. These assertions point to constraining worldwide temperature rise and back 

adjustment measures, emphasising the need for all nations to contribute to moderation 

endeavours and bolster powerless countries in adjusting to the changing climate.  
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UNIVERSAL CONVENTIONS, TRADITIONS AND UNDERSTANDINGS 

There are a few universal traditions and understandings that have been set up to address 

climate change and advance worldwide participation in moderating its impacts. A few of the 

key traditions are12:  

United nations framework convention on climate change(UNFCCC): Embraced in 1992, 

the UNFCCC could be a worldwide treaty aimed at stabilising nursery gas concentrations 

within the climate and avoiding unsafe human impediments with the climate framework. The 

tradition sets the general system for worldwide endeavours to combat climate change. 

Kyoto Convention: Received in 1997, the Kyoto Convention is a universal arrangement 

beneath the UNFCCC. It sets official emanation-lessening targets for created nations and 

builds up instruments for accomplishing these diminishments, such as outflows exchanging 

and clean advancement ventures.  

Paris convention: The Paris convention was received in 2015 and builds upon the UNFCCC. 

It points to reinforcing the worldwide reaction to climate change by keeping the worldwide 

normal temperature well below 2 degrees Celsius over pre-industrial levels and 

seekingendeavours to constrain the temperature increment to 1.5 degrees Celsius. It moreover 

emphasises adjustment to climate change impacts and gives a system for monetary and 

innovative bolster to creating nations.  

Montreal Convention on Substances that Exhaust the Ozone Layer:Although not 

particularly centred on climate change, the Montreal Convention is a worldwide natural 

understanding that points to ensuring the ozone layer. It has been effective in staging out the 

generation and utilisation of substances that drain ozone, numerous of which are moreover 

powerful nursery gasses.  

The Doha Alteration to the Kyoto Convention: The Doha Correction, embraced in 2012, is 

an expansion of the Kyoto Protocol. It sets unused emanation diminishment targets for the 

period past the first commitment period of the Kyoto Convention (2008-2012) and sets up the 

moment commitment period from 2013 to 2020.  

Warsaw Worldwide Component for loss and damage (WIM): The WIM was set up in 

2013 beneath the UNFCCC to address the impacts of climate change that go past adjustment. 

It points to improving understanding, coordination, and back for defenceless nations and 

communities that are confronting irreversible and serious climate-related impacts.  

                                                             
12  Drishti IAS, Environmental Conventions (Climate Change), DHRISHTI IAS (Jul. 28, 2022) 

https://www.drishtiias.com/to-the-points/paper3/environmental-conventions-climate-change. 
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These are a few of the key worldwide traditions and assertions related to climate change. It's 

worth noticing that nations moreover lockin different other territorial and reciprocal 

assertions to address climate change and collaborate on relief and adjustment endeavours. 

INSTANCES OF JUDICIAL RECOURSE 

The following cases enumerate the seriousness of the impact which climate change causes. 

Urgenda Foundation v. The State of the Netherlands 13: Although this case was not 

particularly from Britain, it had a critical effect on climate change cases around the world. 

The Urgenda Establishment, a Dutch natural organisation, sued the Dutch government, 

arguing that it had a legitimate obligation to require more grounded activity to diminish 

nursery gas outflows. The Dutch court ruled in favour of Urgenda, expressing that the 

government had a lawful commitment to decrease emanations by at slightest 25% by 2020 

compared to 1990 levels.  

Friends of theEarth v. Secretary of State for Transport14 (2019): Plan B Soil, a climate 

case charity, took lawful activity against the UK government over its choice to endorse the 

extension of the  Airplane terminal. The organisation contended that the development would 

lead to expanded nursery gas outflows and was conflicting with the UK's climate 

commitments beneath the Paris convention. The case was eventually rejected by the Court of 

Request in 2020, but plan b earth is looking for authorisation to offer to the Incomparable 

Court.  

R Friends of the earth v. Heathrow Air Terminal Ltd15 (2020): Companions of the earth,a 

natural campaign gather, challenged the UK government's choice to endorse the development 

of a third runway at Heathrow Air terminal. The organisation contended that the choice was 

conflicting with the UK's legal commitments to handle climate change. The case was listened 

to by the Court of Request in 2020, and the court ruled that the government's choice was 

illegal on climate to change grounds. In any case, in December 2020, the UK Incomparable 

Court toppled the Court of Appeal's administering, expressing that the government's choice 

was legal.  

 

                                                             
13Urgenda Foundation v. The State of the Netherlands, CLIMATE CHANGE LITIGATION DATABASES (Jan. 

01, 2020), http://climatecasechart.com/non-us-case/urgenda-foundation-v-kingdom-of-the-netherlands. 
14Friends of the Earth v. Secretary of State for Transport, CLIMATE CHANGE LITIGATION DATABASES 
(Dec. 16, 2020), http://climatecasechart.com/non-us-case/plan-b-earth-v-secretary-of-state-for-transport.  
15 Hawkins J., A lesson in un-creativity: (R (on the application of Friends of the Earth Ltd and others) v 

Heathrow Airport Ltd [2020] UKSC 52, 23(4) Environmental Law Review, 344–349 (2021) 

https://doi.org/10.1177/14614529211052929.  
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These cases outline the expanding slant of climate change cases, where people and 

organisations are taking lawful activity to hold governments and organisations responsible for 

their climate commitments change and to advocate for more grounded climate activity. It's 

vital to note that the lawful scene encompassing climate change is advancing, and there may 

be extra cases that have risen since my information cutoff in September 2021. 

WORLDWIDE REACTION 

The worldwide reaction to climate change has picked up critical force in later a long time as 

the acknowledgement of its criticalness and seriousness has developed. Here are a few key 

components of the worldwide reaction to climate change:  

 

Expanded Aspiration: Numerous nations have been sloping up their climate commitments 

and targets to adjust to the objectives of the Paris Convention. This incorporates setting more 

driven targets for lessening nursery gas outflows, transitioning to renewable vitality sources, 

and expanding vitality proficiency.  

Renewable Vitality Move: There has been a fast extension of renewable vitality capacity all-

inclusive. Sun-based and wind vitality, in specific, have ended up more cost-competitive, 

driving to expanded sending. Numerous nations are contributing to renewable vitality 

foundations and executing strong arrangements to quicken the move absent from fossil 

powers.  

Staging Out of Coal: Coal-fired control plants, one of the biggest sources of nursery gas 

emanations, are being staged out in numerous parts of the world. Governments, monetary 

teachers, and private companies are progressively strippingcoal and contributing to cleaner 

choices.  

Worldwide Participation: Nations are collaborating on climate activity through activities 

such as the Joined Together Countries System Tradition on Climate change (UNFCCC) and 

its yearly Conference of the Parties (COP). These social occasions give openings for 

countries to arrange and reinforce worldwide climate assertions.  

Carbon Estimating: More nations and locales are actualising carbon estimating instruments, 

such as carbon charges and emanations exchanging frameworks. These measures point to 

internalising the costs of nursery gas emanations and incentivising businesses and people to 

decrease their carbon impression.  
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Climate Back: Created nations are swearing monetary back to help to create countries in 

their climate relief and adaptation efforts. Stores just like the Green Climate Support and 

other climate back instruments give assets for ventures pointed at diminishing outflows and 

improving flexibility in defenceless districts.  

Innovative Advancements: Headways in clean vitality advances, vitality capacity, carbon 

capture, and other climate arrangements are playing a vital part in tending to climate change. 

Investigate and improvement endeavours, as well as expanded ventures in clean innovations, 

are driving advances in this region.  

Open Mindfulness and Activism: The public's understanding of climate change has 

developed, drivingexpanded mindfulness and requests for activity. Climate activism, such as 

youth-led developments like Fridays for Future, has been instrumental in raising mindfulness 

and forcing governments and businesses to prioritise climate activity.  

Despite these positive advancements, there's still a critical crevice between current 

endeavours and the fundamental activities to constrain worldwide warming to secure levels. 

Proceeded and quickened activity is required to decrease nursery gas outflows, improve 

versatility to climate impacts, and move to a maintainable and low-carbon future16. 

CONCLUSION 

In rundown, climate change is undoubtedly an around-the-world issue that requires collective 

activity and participation among countries to moderate its impacts, adjust to the changing 

conditions, and construct a feasible and versatile future for the planet.The effect of climate 

change on the environment is an evident worldwide issue that influences biological systems, 

biodiversity, water assets, and human well-being. Pressing and facilitated endeavours are 

required to moderate nursery gas emanations, adjust to the changing climate, and secure 

helpless environments and communities. Universal participation, arrangement intercessions, 

mechanical development, and personal activities are all vital to address this multifaceted 

challenge and guaranteeing an economical and versatile future for our planet and its tenants.  

 

 

                                                             
16 James Bell, Jacob Poushter, Moira Fagan And Christine Huang, In Response to Climate Change, Citizens in 
Advanced Economies Are Willing To Alter How They Live and Work, PEW RESEARCH CENTER (Sept. 14, 

2021) https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2021/09/14/in-response-to-climate-change-citizens-in-advanced-

economies-are-willing-to-alter-how-they-live-and-work. 
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